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Role of Appeals
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Appeals’ role within the IRS

Dispute resolution

The IRS Independent Office of Appeals is an administrative appeal function available to 
taxpayers. Appeals can review a tax matter either after Compliance has made its decision 
(non-docketed case) or after a taxpayer has petitioned the Tax Court (docketed case) 

Mission

To resolve tax controversies, without litigation, on a basis which is fair and impartial to both the 
Government and the taxpayer in a manner that will enhance voluntary compliance and public 
confidence in the integrity and efficiency of the Service.

Independence

The independence of the appeals function is mandated by statute and includes the prohibition 
on ex parte communications between Appeals and other IRS employees to avoid the 
appearance of improper influence
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Receipts by type
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Appeals settlement authority

Appeals is expressly authorized to enter into settlements that take into consideration hazards of 
litigation

A “litigating hazard” is a substantial uncertainty in the event of litigation as to: 

• How the courts would interpret and apply the law

• What facts the courts would find or

• The admissibility of or weight that would be given to a specific item of evidence

Appeals must consider probable outcomes to avoid arbitrary settlements
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Independence policies

Appeals will not raise new issues or 
reopen issues agreed to by taxpayer and 
Compliance (except for cases involving 
fraud or malfeasance) 

Appeals will attempt to settle a case based 
on factual hazards when the case is not fully 
developed and taxpayer presents no new 
information or evidence
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Taxpayer First Act of 2019
Appeals-related provisions:

• Codified the “IRS Independent Office of Appeals”

• Codified mission statement

• Provided that the process by which Appeals resolves federal tax controversies is 
generally available to all taxpayers

• Codified Appeals’ right to legal advice from Chief Counsel

• Provided that certain specified taxpayers must be provided access to the 
nonprivileged portions of their case files regarding disputed issues at least 10 days 
prior to an appeals conference

• Required reporting of cases designated for litigation by Chief Counsel
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Role of Counsel
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IRS Office of Chief Counsel Divisions
National Office Only:

 Procedure and Administration 
(P&A)

 Wage & Investment (W&I)

 Pass Throughs and Special 
Industries (PSI)

 Income Tax and Accounting (ITA)

 Corporate (Corp)

 Financial Institutions and Products 
(FIP)

National Office and Field:

 Small Business/Self Employed (SBSE)

 Large Business & International (LB&I)

 Tax Exempt and Government Entities 
(TEGE)

 Criminal Tax (CT)

 General Legal Services (GLS)

Specialties:

 Whistleblower’s Office

 TIGTA/OPR

 Health Care

 Taxpayer Advocate
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Rev. Proc. 2016–22, published in 
Internal Revenue Bulletin No. 2016-15
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Highlights from Rev. Proc. 2016–22
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Highlights from Rev. Proc. 2016–22
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Highlights from Rev. Proc. 2016–22
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Settlement vs. Trial Preparation

 Appeals’ focus is on settling cases

 Counsel’s role is to try cases, but Counsel still has the 
ability to settle cases
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Timeline of an appeal
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Independence policies

Limitations period

Most new case receipts in 
Appeals must have at least 
one year remaining on the 
statute of limitations 

New information

Appeals generally returns 
non-docketed cases to 
Compliance when taxpayer 
submits new information or 
evidence or raises a new 
issue warranting 
investigation or additional 
analysis (exceptions apply)

New arguments

Appeals generally engages 
Compliance for review and 
comment (subject to ex 
parte requirements) when 
taxpayer raises a new 
theory or alternative legal 
argument on a non-
docketed case 
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Timeline of Tax Court Practice

1.  Congress passes law

2.  IRS issues regulations

3.  Taxpayer engages in taxable activity

4.  Taxpayer files return

5.  IRS examines return

6.  Examination is unagreed - Option to protest to Appeals or

7.  Statutory Notice of deficiency  - Referral to Appeals 

8.  Taxpayer petitions Tax Court

9.  Tax Court decision
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So How Do You Get To Appeals?

Exam/
Collections

30-Day Letter
Appeals

Send to 
Appeals to 
settle

NOD – 90-Day Letter

US Tax Court

Cannot work it out 
with appeals, head 
to Tax Court 
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Exam –
Thirty-Day Letter
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When examination is unagreed, 30-Day letter is issued

 30-Day Letter is issued upon the conclusion of the audit in an attempt to 
encourage payment or settlement of the asserted adjustment without the 
need for litigation. 

 Issuance of the 30-day letter is not required by statute prior to assessment, but the 
content of the letter is covered in I.R.C. § 7522 (re: content of notices).

 Three possible responses to 30-day letter:

 Consent. Agree with the examiner’s findings. 

 Appeal. Request hearing with Appeals. The request must be within 30 
days.  Publication 5. Information specifically directed to taxpayer appeal 
rights.

 Ignore and wait for Statutory Notice of Deficiency (SNOD). 
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Collection Due Process

• Collection ceases for those periods
• Case Sent to Appeals (Settlement Officer)
• US Tax Court Rights
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Docketed Appeals
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Rev. Proc. 2016-22

• Counsel will refer cases to appeals
• Appeals has exclusive authority over settlement until (a) Appeals 

determines the case cannot be settled or (b) the case is calendared 
for a Tax Court trial; however, Appeals may hold the case if settlement 
is likely.

• Ex parte rules apply between Appeals and Exam or Collections.
• Ex parte rules do not apply between Appeals and Counsel.
• Counsel may request to be included in settlement discussions.  Rev. 

Proc. 2016-22(4.11)
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Considerations for settlement negotiations with Counsel

 Counsel is not bound by a rejected Appeals offer

 Counsel may defend the statutory notice of deficiency, even if a lower 
amount was offered during settlement negotiations

 Counsel has authority to raise new issues and increased deficiencies

 Settlement discussion while case is in Appeals or with Counsel are not 
relevant at trial and evidence regarding these discussions is 
inadmissible during trial 

 Federal Rule of Evidence 408 – inadmissible to prove liability 

 Exception- facts disclosed by taxpayer/representative during course 
of negotiations are admissible
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Rev. Proc. 2016-22 (cont.)

Counsel does not refer cases to Appeals when:
• The issue is “designated for litigation.”  Rev. Proc. 2016-22(3.02)
• If the issue involves a matter that the IRS has designated for a 

particularly treatment (this is rare).
• If the case has already been through Appeals (following a 30 day 

letter).
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Notice of Deficiency (“90-Day Letter”)
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If The 90-Day Letter was Issued First

• Cannot ask for rescinding
• Cannot ignore it
• File in the United States Tax Court
• If you file in United States Tax Court, and the case has not already 

been to Appeals it will be sent there. IRM 8.4.1.4, Revenue Procedure 
2016-22
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US Tax Court Petition
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The case lands in Appeals

• Preparation is very similar to an audit
• Documentation should be prepared
• Any arguments you have should be presented (need to build the 

record)
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Hearing

• Usually done by phone
• May request an in-person – documents to present, witness testimony, 

etc.
• In-person is not guaranteed, but Appeals’ policy is to grant an in-

person conference to taxpayers who request one
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What issues to raise

• I raise every issue
• If you do not raise it at Appeals you may be precluded from raising it 

later in Tax Court
• New information may result in the case being sent back to 

compliance (this is not a bad thing)
• AJAC
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Settling cases directly with Counsel

“With the exception of certain relatively rare test cases, it has long been 
the position of the Office of Chief Counsel that sincere efforts should be 
made to settle those cases susceptible of settlement. In general, the 
Office of Chief Counsel regards all cases susceptible of settlement 
except those which involve negligible litigation hazards and cases 
designated for litigation.”

IRM 35.5.2.2
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IRM 35.5.2 – Settlements by Counsel

• IRM 35.5.2 sets forth the procedural guidelines for settlements with 
Counsel 

• Counsel has settlement authority over all Tax Court cases however the 
trial attorney will often have to obtain approval from Chief Counsel, 
the DOJ Tax Division, and perhaps other agencies.

• Counsel may seek to settle the case at any time, even after trial.

• The IRS often takes policy positions - meaning even if settlement 
makes sense in the context of the case, the IRS may not be able to 
settle given the big picture.
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Settlements by Counsel

• Trial counsel must prepare a settlement memorandum explaining why 
the case should be compromised

• Counsel will generally defend appeals from CDPs
• If settlement based on a different collection alternative is prudent, Counsel 

will generally seek approval from Appeals
• In lieu of a settlement Counsel case request remand of the case back to 

Appeals
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Mediating with the IRS
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Mediation options
Fast track 

mediation—
collection

Voluntary process for 
OIC and Trust Fund 
Recovery Penalty 

(TFRP) cases 

Appeals employee 
serves as mediator and 

has no settlement 
authority (hazards of 
litigation may not be 

considered)

If no resolution, 
taxpayer retains 

traditional appeal rights

Fast track 
settlement

Rapid appeals 
process

Post appeals 
mediation

Voluntary process for 
examination cases

Appeals employee 
serves as mediator and 
may propose settlement 

based on litigating 
hazards 

If no settlement, 
taxpayer retains 

traditional appeal rights

Voluntary process for 
large business and E&G 

cases

After pre-conference, 
ATCL may suggest 
mediation between 

taxpayer and Compliance 
as an alternative to a 
traditional conference

If a RAP is unsuccessful, 
Compliance leaves and 
settlement negotiations 
are conducted between 

the ATCL and the 
taxpayer

Voluntary process 
available for exam, 

OIC and TFRP cases 
if traditional appeals 

negotiations fail

Taxpayer may request 
PAM, but Appeals 
manager decides if 

case should get PAM

New Appeals employee 
serves as mediator 

between original Appeals 
employee and taxpayer

Must use Appeals 
mediator, but taxpayer 
may also use non-IRS 
co-mediators (at own 

expense)
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